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(1) Our website or any other outputs like advertisement are just for viewing. Client visiting our website or any of our branch has no right to 

copy, utilize or rebuild of our articles like logo, name, specific identity for personal or any other sort of usage. 

(2) While visiting our website or our branch client needs to provide certain details of individual and such details are for providing services to 

the client. Client is sole responsible for providing accurate details and maintaining privacy of essentials after joining the academy. 

(3) Activities affecting stability of organization or causing imbalance are strictly prohibited. 

(4) Client is self- responsible for injury, casualty and any type of harm that happens during any of sessions in academy. Hence, client has to 

maintain safety by specific kits or material on its own. 

(5) We have a schedule for tournament, but in any cases of strikes, natural occurrences or any other upsets we are not responsible for 

change in tournament flow or even cancellation of tournament flow. 

(6) Client once registered for academy season and if cancels the participation from client end then no refund or compensation shall be 

available from our side. 

(7) We have a grievance redressal system and hence all complaints can be updated to our office in written. We don’t except you or any other 

third party connected to you to post any obligations against us on any other media or portal. 

(8) The resources or any service we are to provide are “maybe” and hence we don’t provide any warranty or guarantee for specific results or 

placements. We provide best of coaching but we do not guarantee any of placements directly or indirectly. 

(9) All the substance including contents, pics, animations or other resources are all innovation of our academy and any offense like copying, 

using for personal work and transmission are strictly prohibited. 

(10) The rights to award the winning team or any player for specific performance are reserved by the academy and hence no interference, 

recommendations or suggestions would be allowed for awards. 

(11) Academy reserves the right to change time and venue of any sessions due to natural or any other circumstances and client is excepted 

to co-ordinate accordingly. 

(12) All players are informed to take precautions during play and informed to use helmets, pads and guards to avoid any injury and client 

would be solely responsible for any such injury, sickness and death incident in future. 

(13) Fees made would not be refunded for missed sessions. 

(14) Academy reserves right to dismiss any coach, player and any team during tournament if found guilty by Board of directors. 

(15) The venue of play, rewards or any other organizing subjects are decided by the academy and rights to change or substitute it are 

reserved by academy. 

(16) Any sort of recommendations for rewards, coaching or tournament are not allowed at the academy. 

(17) Parents are not allowed to meet any ground staff including coach and interfere in any activities. If in case parents want to consult ground 

staff then they need prior permission from academy. 

Management reserves the rights to suspend the membership at any point of time without providing the reason. 

(18) Fees can be transferred into academy account by Various methods like IMPS, NEFT, RTGS, Account transfer or the fees can be paid by 

cash or cheque. (for a cheque membership is subject to its amount clearance) and note the fees are not refundable. 

(19) Players need to be in discipline during all sessions and if any such objection is noted then player is responsible for any steps from 

management like suspension or dismissal from academy. 
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(20) The transportation of players to the field or venue of any sessions is to be done by parents and no compensation or discount would be 

provided for it. 

(21) Academy reserves the right to use the pictures, videos and other data from any of sessions for advertising, marketing and other uses to 

benefit the organization and hence pics, videos or any other form of detail of player can be used by academy for its advertisement purpose in 

present and future. 

(22) Hereby parent provide consent to Academy to act as per rules and regulations and hence consent for any action on player directly or 

indirectly related during academic sessions. 

(23)Parents need to consult medical expert in any case of physical issue of player and client is elf responsible for outcomes. 

(24)We will not be hold responsible for any sort of uneven occurrence like rejection of player by coach, dismissal from academy or any 

disputes. Complaints are allowed only by prescribed way to grievance redressal system and no disputes or discussions with management 

are permitted. 

(25)You in full confidence with our terms and conditions and assure us not to breach any of our terms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


